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Our final product is a prototype simulation of a
computer build in VR.  
Our simulation allows the user to drag and drop a few
computer components into an object representing
the shell of a computer tower. 
We showed that it is possible to simulate building a
computer in VR. 
Results displayed in the following video. Scan below.

VR Learning has been successful in increasing student
productivity and engagement (1).
Students’ favorite approach towards learning is
gamification, competition between peers or oneself in a
game-like setting, due to feedback on academic
progress (2).
Students have increased motivation and desire to learn
when they believe that the activity is entertaining,
which is what our simulation accomplishes (3).
The simulation we created can be used in educational
settings to increase knowledge of computer
architecture in a hands-on way.
Group members learned how to create a game in Unity,
use Fushion360 for 3D modeling, and read and write
academic papers through this project.
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Computer hardware and building computers is a useful
skill in today’s modern world of technology. 
Our grand challenge is the lack of computer hardware
instruction in schools due to the cost of computer parts.
As previous studies have shown, our hypothesis is that
virtual reality betters students’ understanding and
increases socialization and motivation (1).
Our novel solution was to dissemble a computer and
create a VR environment of digitally modeled hardware
components. This approach provides a broadly
accessible way to learn about computers while
increasing student engagement through a "gaming"
interface (2). 

Unity framework showing our final computer build VR
simulation prototype. 
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components to a 
grid in the 
simulation.


